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ABSTRACT

Context. Accurate characterization of the astrometric errors in the forthcoming Gaia Catalogue will be essential for making optimal
use of the data. This includes the correlations among the estimated astrometric parameters of the stars as well as their standard
uncertainties, i.e., the complete (variance-)covariance matrix of the relevant astrometric parameters.
Aims. Because a direct computation of the covariance matrix is infeasible due to the large number of parameters, approximate methods
must be used. The aim of this paper is to provide a mathematical basis for estimating the variance-covariance of any pair of astrometric
parameters, and more generally the covariance matrix for multidimensional functions of the astrometric parameters. The validation of
this model by means of numerical simulations will be considered in a forthcoming paper.
Methods. Based on simplifying assumptions (in particular that calibration errors can be neglected), we derive and analyse a series
expansion of the covariance matrix of the least-squares solution. A recursive relation for successive terms is derived and interpreted
in terms of the propagation of errors from the stars to the attitude and back. We argue that the expansion should converge rapidly to
useful precision. The recursion is vastly simplified by using a kinematographic (step-wise) approximation of the attitude model.
Results. Low-order approximations of arbitrary elements from the covariance matrix can be computed eﬃciently in terms of a limited
amount of pre-computed data representing compressed observations and the structural relationships among them. It is proposed that
the user interface to the Gaia Catalogue should provide the tools necessary for such computations.
Key words. astrometry – catalogs – methods: data analysis – methods: statistical – space vehicles: instruments

1. Introduction
The space astrometry mission Gaia, planned for launch in 2013
by the European Space Agency (ESA), will provide the most
comprehensive and accurate catalogue of astrometric data for
galactic and astrophysical research in the coming decades. It will
observe roughly 1 billion stars, quasars and other point like objects (hereafter called “sources”) for which the five astrometric
parameters (position, parallax and proper motion) will be determined. For sources down to ∼17th magnitude radial velocities will also be measured, giving the full 6-dimensional position and velocity components. Compared with the Hipparcos
Catalogue (ESA 1997) the Gaia Catalogue will contain roughly
10 000 times more astrometric data with 10–100 times smaller
standard uncertainties, for a mainly complementary set of fainter
sources.
The Gaia satellite is in principle self-calibrating (Lindegren
& Bastian 2011), meaning that besides the astrometric parameters additional “nuisance” parameters (e.g., for spacecraft attitude and instrument calibration) are self-consistently estimated
from the regular observations. The derived catalogue of astrometric parameters will however not be perfect: every derived
parameter has an error1 , ultimately resulting from a very large
number of microscopic stochastic processes, such as photon
1

We always take “error” to mean the (signed) diﬀerence between the
estimated and true values of a quantity, and use the term “standard uncertainty” (rather than “standard error”, “mean error”, or similar) to
designate the statistical uncertainty of the estimate, in the sense of a
standard deviation.

detection and thruster noise, propagating through the astrometric
solution. The actual errors in the Gaia Catalogue are of course
unknown, but can nevertheless be statistically characterized, and
it is the purpose of this paper to derive some tools for this. For
most applications it is suﬃcient to consider the first and second (central) moments of the errors, i.e., their expected values
(biases), variances, and covariances; equivalently the latter two
can be represented by the standard uncertainties and correlation
coeﬃcients. We assume that biases are negligible, and therefore concentrate on the second moments, which are most generally described by the variance-covariance matrix of the estimated parameters (hereafter simply referred to as the covariance
matrix).
Knowledge of the covariances is needed when estimating the
uncertainty of quantities that combine more than one astrometric parameter. We need to consider both the covariances between
the diﬀerent astrometric parameters of the same source and between diﬀerent sources. An example of the first kind could be
the uncertainty of the transverse velocity of a star, computed
from its parallax and proper motion. Two examples of the second kind are discussed in Holl et al. (2012a): the computation
of the mean parallax of stars in a cluster, and the determination of the acceleration of the solar system barycentre using the
apparent proper motions of cosmological objects scattered over
the celestial sphere. The complete covariance matrix for a final catalogue containing 109 sources will have a data volume of
the order of ∼108 Terabyte (TB), which is totally impractical to
compute, store and query eﬃciently with current techniques. It
is therefore clearly desirable that the variances and covariances
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2. Constructing an astrometric solution
from observations
2.1. Observing with Gaia

Located near the second Lagrange point (L2), 1.5 million km
from the Earth, Gaia will be continuously spinning with a period
of six hours. In the plane orthogonal to the spin axis it has two
fields of view of ∼0.5 deg2 that are separated by a large angle,
106.5◦, known as the basic angle. The simultaneous observation
of two widely separated parts of the celestial sphere is essential for the definition of absolute parallaxes and a globally consistent reference frame (Lindegren & Bastian 2011). The spin
axis makes an angle of 45◦ to the solar direction, and precesses
around this direction with a period of 63 days. This combination
of spinning and precessional motions, known as the Nominal
Scanning Law (NSL) of Gaia, ensures a reasonably uniform sky
coverage over the mission lifetime of 5 years (Fig. 1), with an average of 72 field-of-view transits for any position on the celestial
sphere.
The two fields of view are projected onto the same focal
plane, schematically shown in Fig. 2. Due to the satellite’s spin,
the images of the sources will enter the focal plane from the left
in the figure and move over the various CCDs in the along-scan
(AL) direction (the perpendicular direction is called across-scan,
AC). In this study we are only concerned with observations made
with the skymapper (SM1–2) and astrometric (AF1–9) CCDs,
A14, page 2 of 14
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where U = Cov(x) is the covariance matrix of the relevant subset
of the astrometric parameters.
In the present Paper I we derive analytical approximations
for (subsets of) the complete covariance matrix, or more generally for expressions like Eq. (1), using a series expansion model.
In Holl et al. (2012b, Paper II) this model will be quantitatively
validated by means of numerical simulations of the astrometric
solution. Section 2 outlines how the astrometric parameters are
derived from Gaia observations and contains a brief discussion
about the nature of the errors. In Sect. 3 we derive the formal
series expansion of the covariance matrix in terms of the normal
matrix used in the least-squares adjustment. Section 4 introduces
a crucial simplification allowing successive terms in the series
expansion to be recursively computed from a data set of realistic size as described in Sect. 5. Additional considerations of the
resulting matrix structures and of the necessary approximations
are made in the appendices.

WFS2

(1)

AC

BAM1 BAM2

F ≡ Cov(y) = JUJ  ,

Fig. 1. Colour-coded map of the expected number of field-of-view transits experienced by sources at diﬀerent celestial positions in a 5 year
mission. The projection uses equatorial coordinates, with right ascension running from −180◦ to +180◦ right-to-left. The blue line is the
ecliptic. The average number of field transits in this plot is 88, although the value that is normally used for performance evaluation
is 72 (accounting for dead time). An over-abundance of transits occurs at 45◦ away from the ecliptic plane due to the diﬀerence between
the 45◦ spin axis angle with respect to the sun and the 90◦ angle between
spin axis and the fields of view.
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of selected astrometric parameters could be derived from some
smaller set of pre-computed data. This is obviously possible, at
least in principle, since the total volume of raw data generated by
Gaia is only ∼70 TB. However, it is far from obvious whether
and how it can be done in practice, i.e., eﬃciently and accurately
enough.
The main goal of this study is to set up a mathematical and
computational framework for estimating the covariance of any
pair of astrometric parameters obtained as part of the astrometric
core solution for Gaia (Lindegren et al. 2012). Following Holl
et al. (2012a), in addition to considering a single scalar quantity
y = f (x) depending on some subset of n astrometric parameters
x = (x1 , . . . , xn ), we generally want to characterize the joint errors of m diﬀerent scalar quantities y = (y1 , . . . , ym ) depending
on x. Introducing the m × n Jacobian matrix J with elements
Jμν = ∂yμ /∂xν we have

AL
0.93 m

Fig. 2. Schematic layout of the CCDs in the focal plane of Gaia. Due
to the satellite spin, a source enters the focal plane from the left in the
along-scan (AL) direction. All sources brighter than G = 20 mag are
detected by one of the skymappers (SM1 or SM2, depending on the
field of view) and then tracked over the subsequent CCDs dedicated
to astrometry (AF1–9), photometry (BP and RP), and radial-velocity
determination (RVS1–3). In addition there are special CCDs for interferometric Basic-Angle Monitoring (BAM), and for the initial mirror
alignment using Wavefront Sensors (WFS).

since only they are used for direct astrometric measurements.
SM1 is only used in the preceding field of view, and SM2 only
in the following; each field-of-view transit therefore generates
10 astrometric observations (1 SM and 9 AF), leading to an
average of 720 astrometric observations per source over 5 years.
The charge image built up in each CCD is transported in
“time delay and integration” (TDI) mode (similar to drift scanning) to compensate for the satellite’s spinning motion, providing an eﬀective integration time of about 4.4 s per CCD. Only a
small fraction of the pixels read out from the CCD are kept; these
typically form a small window of 6×12 pixels (AL × AC) around
each source. Moreover, these pixels are usually binned in the
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AC direction, resulting in a one-dimensional profile from which
only the AL image coordinate can be determined. However,
some of the observations (in particular all SM observations and
the AF observations of bright stars) retain resolution in the
AC direction, allowing both image coordinates to be determined.
It is usually a good enough approximation to regard the resulting observation as instantaneous, and occurring at an instant
that is half an integration time before the CCD readout (Bastian
& Biermann 2005). This instant is called the CCD observation
time and is denoted tl , where l is an index uniquely identifying each observation. Since Gaia has a nominally constant spin
rate, we can without loss of generality express tl (or rather the
AL error or residual) in equivalent angular units.
For some observations, the AC image coordinate μl is also
determined. Although AC measurements in both fields of view
are required to determine all components of the attitude, and
therefore must be part of the astrometric core solution, they
contribute only marginally to the source parameters. This is
partly a consequence of geometrical factors (cf. Lindegren &
Bastian 2011), partly because the total weight of the AC measurements is only about 1% of the total weight of the AL measurements. In the theoretical part of this study we therefore
neglect the AC data, although they are by necessity included in
the numerical experiments in Paper II.
2.2. Nature of the observation errors

The basic Gaia measurements thus consist mainly of the observation times tl , determined by means of a location estimation
procedure where a calibrated line-spread function is fitted to the
observed pixel values (see Lindegren et al. 2012, Sect. 3.5). Due
to statistical errors in the pixel values, caused mainly by photon
noise and to a much smaller extent by readout and discretization
noise, the estimated tl will deviate from its true value by an error
which we denote l = tl − tltrue . Depending mainly on the magnitude of the source, the errors typically have standard deviations
in the range 0.1 to 1 mas for the AL position of the source in the
CCD frame.
In this study we make three crucial assumptions about the
nature of the AL observation errors l :
1. the observations are unbiased: E[l ] = 0;
2. each observation has a finite and known standard deviation σl , where σ2l = E[l2 ];
3. the errors of diﬀerent observations are statistically independent and therefore uncorrelated: E[l m ] = 0 for l  m.
In the numerical experiments of Paper II the errors are generated
as independent pseudo-random normal variates, l ∼ N(0, σ2l ).
That the errors are normally distributed (i.e., Gaussian) is an expedient but not necessary assumption in this study, since we only
consider the propagation of first- and second-order moments of
the errors, not the probability density functions.
The first assumption (of unbiased errors) requires that modelling errors are completely negligible, which will not be true for
the real Gaia mission. For example, in order to perform the astrometric core solution it will be assumed that certain instrument
parameters are constant over a time interval that is suﬃciently
long to permit a precise calibration of these parameters. In reality
they are of course variable also on shorter timescales, resulting in
modelling errors at any particular time. Another example is the
eﬀect of Charge Transfer Ineﬃciency (CTI) in the CCDs, which
after calibration may have residual biases that depend in a very
complicated way on the source, the degree of radiation damage

of the CCDs, and the illumination histories of the CCDs prior to
the observations. The net eﬀect of CTI on image location estimations and Gaia astrometry is discussed in Prod’homme et al.
(2012) and Holl et al. (2012c), while other causes of systematic errors will be discussed elsewhere. Since the present study
is only concerned with the propagation of random errors, the
assumption of unbiasedness is motivated.
The second assumption (known σl ) is reasonable for the
real Gaia data processing, because the initial treatment of the
CCD data, and in particular the image location process, is done
using algorithms that provide accurate estimates of the standard
uncertainties of the estimated quantities. In this study σl is taken
to be a known function of the magnitude of the source. In some
cases we will assume that all sources have the same magnitude,
making σl constant and the resulting astrometric uncertainties
scale with the assumed σl . In those cases its precise value is thus
uncritical.
The third assumption (independent errors) reflects the
stochastic nature of the main noise contributions, namely photon
noise (which is strictly independent) and readout noise (which is
to a high degree uncorrelated from one pixel to the next). Even
if the noise in adjacent pixels might be somewhat correlated, it
is diﬃcult to see how it could produce correlations on a macroscopic level, i.e., between diﬀerent CCD transits. It is important
to remember that we are here talking about the intrinsic errors of
the image location in the pixel stream, not about the apparently
correlated errors that arise from (for example) inadequate attitude modelling (this would be covered by assumption 1) or the
random (but temporally correlated) attitude errors; the latter will
be included in the error propagation model.

2.3. Astrometric solution for Gaia

The baseline method for determining the astrometric parameters of sources observed by Gaia is the so-called Astrometric
Global Iterative Solution (AGIS; Lindegren et al. 2012). This
is an iterative least-squares estimation of the five astrometric
parameters (position, parallax and proper motion) for a subset
of ∼108 well-behaved (apparently single) primary sources, with
additional unknowns for the instrument attitude, calibration and
global parameters. The total number of unknowns is ∼5 × 108 .
The feasibility of a direct (non-iterative) solution was studied by
Bombrun et al. (2010), who found it to be infeasible considering
current and near-future available storage and floating-point capabilities. Mathematically, the result of the iterative solution is
however equivalent to a direct solution, provided that a suﬃcient
number of iterations are performed (Bombrun et al. 2012).
In this paper we will neglect the influence of instrument
and global calibration. Although the expected total number of
2
global parameters is quite small (<
∼10 ) it is known that even
the inclusion of a single global parameter can sometimes have
a profound eﬀect on the astrometric solution. An example is
the parametrised post-Newtonian parameter γ, which has a significant correlation with the parallax zero point (Hobbs et al.
2010). The treatment of such eﬀects is beyond the scope of this
paper. Also, global parameters are often “experimental” in the
sense that they are introduced to test various possible deviations
from the standard theory (in this case general relativity), but not
necessarily retained in the final solution.
Neglecting instrument calibration is partly motivated by the
6
smaller number of parameters involved: <
∼10 calibration param7
for
the
attitude,
and
5 × 108 for the
eters, versus >
2
×
10
∼
astrometric parameters of the primary sources. In contrast to the
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global parameters, only a small fraction of the observations are
aﬀected by any given calibration parameter. Conversely, each
calibration parameter depends on a very large number of observations spread over many diﬀerent sources over the whole celestial sphere. The calibration parameters are therefore not greatly
aﬀected by localised errors on the sky and are relatively straightforward to estimate (e.g., by accumulating a map of average
positional residuals across the field of view). In contrast, both
the attitude and source parameters may have a very local influence on the sky, which could render their disentanglement more
diﬃcult (cf. van Leeuwen 2007, Sect. 1.4.6). Large-scale experiments including calibration parameters have confirmed that
the calibration parameters have an insignificant eﬀect on the
estimated source parameters (Lindegren et al. 2012, Sect. 7).
Moreover, in the iterative solution the calibration parameters
generally converge much quicker than the source and attitude
parameters, which suggests that the calibration is an “easy” part
of the solution. However, we emphasize that these considerations apply to the propagation of the random observational errors
(essentially photon noise); modelling errors in the instrument
calibration (e.g., Holl et al. 2012c) and attitude representation
are expected to be non-negligible in the real data, but are not
part of the present study (cf. Sect. 6).
When instrument calibration, global parameters, and acrossscan measurements are ignored the resulting simplified problem
can be written
  tl − fl (si , a) 2
min
,
(2)
s, a
σl
l
where the sub-vector si contains the five astrometric parameters α, δ, , μα∗ , and μδ for each source i, and a is a single vector containing all the attitude parameters. The observational uncertainties σl are fixed and known (assumption 2 in
Sect. 2.2). The function f is in principle highly non-linear, but
the initial data treatment provides an initial approximation to all
the unknowns which is good enough (e.g., with errors |Δ| <
10−6 rad  0.2 arcsec) for subsequent calculations to work
with the linearised functions (resulting in errors of the order
of Δ2 < 10−12 rad  0.2 μas). The minimization is made globally with respect to the complete set of astrometric and attitude
parameters, s and a.
2.4. Nature of the parameter errors

As already mentioned, the characterization of the astrometric errors will here focus on the computation of the covariance matrix
(or selected parts of it), as it contains, in principle, all the available information about the errors under the given assumptions.
To illustrate this point, let u and v be any two of the parameters (astrometric or attitude) estimated as part of the solution.
Their errors are eu = u − utrue and ev = v − vtrue . Because of
the linearity of the model, the error in any parameter is a linear combination of errors from individual observations. As we
assume that the observation errors are unbiased (assumption 1
in Sect. 2.2) the same will be true for the parameter errors, i.e.,
E[eu ] = E[ev ] = 0. The observational errors are approximately
Gaussian, but even if they are not, the large number of observations contributing to each parameter and their statistical independence (assumption 3 in Sect. 2.2) will in practice result
in a Gaussian distribution of the parameter errors by virtue of
the Central Limit Theorem (e.g., Rice 2006). The error of a
single parameter is then completely described by the variance
A14, page 4 of 14

Var[eu ] ≡ E[(eu −E(eu ))2 ] = E[e2u ] = σ2u and the joint distribution
of eu and ev by the covariance matrix


 
ρuv σu σv
E[eu eu ] E[eu ev ]
σ2u
,
(3)
=
E[ev eu ] E[ev ev ]
ρuv σu σv
σ2v
where ρuv is the correlation coeﬃcient.
Generalizing to the full set of (astrometric and attitude) parameters, we have the complete covariance matrix C which can
be estimated as
C = N−1

(4)

where N is the normal matrix built up by combing all observation equations as detailed in Sect. 3.1. (As discussed in Sect. 3.2,
the pseudo-inverse should in principle be used.) For any pair of
parameters (u, v) the relevant elements in Eq. (4) can be obtained
from C by extracting the elements at the intersections of the rows
and columns corresponding to u and v. In practice we are mainly
concerned with the covariances of the astrometric parameters,
which constitute the sub-matrix U introduced in Eq. (1). As mentioned in the introduction, the data volume of such a covariance
matrix for 109 sources (some 108 TB) is likely to be prohibitive
even at the time when the final catalogue will become available.
In the next section we start out by considering the formal expressions for the “impossible” matrices C and U, but it should
be borne in mind that the principal aim is to evaluate selected
elements in U or more generally expressions like Eq. (1).

3. Formal derivation of the covariances
3.1. Structure of the normal equations

When using a linear expansion around some reference values of
the unknowns, the resulting system of linear equations (the observation equations) can be written in matrix form. Observation
equations for diﬀerent sources involve disjoint source parameter
sub-vectors si but the same attitude vector a. Sorting all the observations by the source index i and collecting them in separate
matrices for the source and attitude unknowns, we can write the
observation equations as
⎡
⎤ ⎡ x s1 ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢⎢⎢S1 0 . . . 0 A1 ⎥⎥⎥ ⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢ x ⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥ ⎢⎢⎢ h1 ⎥⎥⎥
⎢⎢⎢ 0 S2 . . . 0 A2 ⎥⎥⎥ ⎢⎢⎢ s2 ⎥⎥⎥ ⎢⎢⎢ h2 ⎥⎥⎥
⎢⎢⎢
⎥⎢ . ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
(5)
⎢⎢⎢ .. .. . . .. .. ⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥ ⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢ .. ⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥  ⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢ .. ⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
. . . ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ . ⎥⎥
⎢⎣⎢ . .
⎦ ⎢⎣⎢ xsN ⎥⎦⎥ ⎣ ⎦
0 0 . . . Sn AN
hN
xa
(Bombrun et al. 2010). Here N is the number of sources, and x si ,
xa denote the displacements around the source and attitude
reference values. The matrices Si , Ai , and hi collect all the
coeﬃcients and residuals related to source i:






∂ fl 1
(tl − fl )
∂ fl 1
Si =
, Ai =
, hi =
· (6)
∂si σl l∈i
σl
∂a σl l∈i
l∈i
We use l ∈ i as a shorthand for “observations l that involve
source i”. The square brackets in Eq. (6) should thus be understood as matrices with one row for each observation of the
source. The prime in si denotes matrix transpose, so that ∂ fl /∂si
is a matrix of size 1 × 5. If oi is the number of observations of
source i, the dimensions of the matrices in Eq. (6) are, respectively, oi × 5, oi × dim(a), and oi × 1. Each equation has been
normalised by the standard uncertainty σl , and therefore represents an observation of unit standard deviation. According to
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assumption 3 in Sect. 2.2, the covariance of the right-hand side
is then the identity matrix.
Equation (5) can be written compactly as
Mx  h

(7)

where M is a very sparse matrix. This system is overdetermined: there are (many) more observation equations than
unknowns. Due to measurement errors there does not exist a solution that simultaneously satisfies all the equations; we indicate
this by using “” instead of an equality in Eqs. (5) and (7). The
least-squares solution minimises the 2-norm of the post-fit residual vector, h − Mx , and is classically found by solving the
normal equations
MMx = M h.

(8)

It is well known that, under the given assumptions, the leastsquares estimate x̂ = (MM)−1 M h is unbiased, and that its covariance matrix is given by (MM)−1 . Since the objective of this
paper is to characterize the astrometric solution in terms of its
covariance matrix, we need to concentrate on the normal matrix N = MM and its inverse. The basic problem is that these
matrices are so large that it is not feasible to calculate the inverse
directly. From Eq. (5) we have
⎡ 
⎢⎢⎢ S1 S1 0
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢ 0 S2 S2
⎢⎢⎢ .
..
N = ⎢⎢⎢⎢ ..
.
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢ 0
0
⎢⎢⎣
A1 S1 A2 S2

···
···
..
.

0
0
..
.

· · · Sn Sn
· · · An Sn

S1 A1
S2 A2
..
.
Sn An
i

Ai Ai

⎤
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥ 

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥ = P R ,
⎥⎥⎥⎥
R Q
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎦

(9)

where the lines divide N into the sub-matrices P, R, and Q, the
structures of which are outlined below.
In the following we use indices i, j, and k (ranging from 1
to N) to denote the diﬀerent primary sources, while p, q, and r
are reserved for the diﬀerent attitude parameters (in the range
from 1 to P) and l for the observations. As before, l ∈ i means
an observation of source i, but we now introduce also l ∈ p for
an observation depending on a p (the attitude parameter with index p), that is an observation for which ∂ fl /∂a p  0. Similarly,
l ∈ i ∩ p indicates an observation of source i depending on a p ,
and l ∈ p∩q an observation depending on both a p and aq ; finally,
p ∈ i means that there is at least one observation of source i depending on a p . With this slight abuse of indices and notations
from set theory we can write the relevant sums in a concise way
which is quite easy to interpret, keeping in mind that i always
refers to a source, p to an attitude parameter, and so on. (See
Appendix A for more precise definitions.)
The source normal matrix P is a block-diagonal matrix of
size 5N × 5N, with blocks Pi of size 5 × 5 (the number of astrometric parameters per source) along the main diagonal. From
Eqs. (6) and (9) we find
Pi =

 ∂ fl ∂ fl
wl ,
∂si ∂si
l∈i

(10)

where wl = σ−2
l is the weight of observation l. Provided that
the source is suﬃciently observed (which is a condition for primary sources) Pi is positive definite, and so is P. Because of the
block-diagonal structure of P its inverse is also block-diagonal
−1
is trivially computed.
with P−1
i along the diagonal; thus P

The structure of the P × P matrix Q depends on the attitude
parametrisation used (see Sect. 4) but is typically band-diagonal.
The general expression for the matrix element is
 ∂ fl ∂ fl
wl ,
(11)
Q pq =
∂a p ∂aq
l ∈p ∩ q
which is 0 if no observation depends on both a p and aq .
The oﬀ-diagonal sub-matrices R and R are very sparse but
have a complicated structure due to the scanning law. Each Si Ai
in Eq. (9) consists of a row of P blocks of size 5 × 1; for source i
the block in column p is given by
 ∂ fl ∂ fl
Rip ≡ (Si Ai ) p =
wl
(12)
∂si ∂a p
l∈i∩ p
which is 0 if no observation of source i depends on a p . From
Eq. (12) it is clear that R is responsible for the coupling between source and attitude parameters. Because a given source is
observed quite infrequently, the matrix is typically very sparse.
3.2. Rank deficiency of the normal equations

Thanks to the scanning law of Gaia and the choice of primary
sources and attitude parametrisation, it follows that the submatrices P and Q are positive definite. The complete normal matrix is however singular, having a 6-dimensional null space due
to the (internally) undefined orientation and spin of the reference system in which the source and attitude parameters are expressed. This means that C = N−1 does not exist and that the normal equations have an infinitude of solutions. Notwithstanding
this predicament, the normal equations can be solved by iteration, as is done in AGIS, and the only corrective action needed
is to modify the null-space component of the converged solution, through a rigid-body rotation, to agree with the (externally defined) reference frame (Lindegren et al. 2012, Sect. 6.1).
However, even without such external data it is possible to produce a pseudo-solution by aligning the converged AGIS solution
with the initial catalogue values used to start up the iterations.
This projects the solution (in terms of corrections to the initial
values) into the orthogonal complement of the null space.
For the characterization of the astrometric errors it is in principle desirable to use C = N † , the pseudo-inverse of the normal
matrix. This means that C does not include the uncertainty of
the reference frame itself. Indeed, the latter may be several times
larger than the positional uncertainties of the most precise stars,
due to the scarcity and faintness of extragalactic objects suitable
for linking with the VLBI frame (Bourda et al. 2008). On the
other hand, since Gaia will in eﬀect define the optical reference
frame for the foreseeable future, this uncertainty is largely arbitrary and irrelevant for most purposes. Thus it is better not to
include it in C, which implies using the pseudo-inverse, and to
characterize the frame errors separately.
Although the singularity of N formally invalidates the series expansion of the inverse derived in the next section, our
conjecture is that the expansion converges and provides a useful approximation of C. In order to obtain the pseudo-inverse,
it may be necessary to project the rows and columns of C
into the orthogonal complement of the null space, but probably this has almost negligible impact on the values, thanks to
the very large number of parameters. Ultimately, the accuracy
of the approximation will be ascertained by numerical experiments, as reported in Paper II. For the subsequent development
the singularity of N is ignored.
A14, page 5 of 14
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3.3. Series expansion of the covariance matrix

The complete covariance matrix for the least squares problem of
Eq. (8) is C = N −1 , which can be written as







U W
P R −1
C≡
,
=
W V
R Q

(13)

using the same block partition as in the normal matrix of Eq. (9),
an important diﬀerence being that the covariance matrix is not
sparse, but typically full. Block U gives us the covariances of the
astrometric parameters of all the sources, V contains the covariances of the attitude parameters, and W the cross-covariances
between the source and attitude parameters. We are mainly interested in U, although for some purposes V may also be required
(e.g., to get the covariances for secondary sources, which depend
on the attitude parameters but do not contribute to the estimation
of the attitude).
Formally, the block-diagonal components of C are readily
obtained by elimination as

term is the contribution from the uncertainty of the source parameters. Inserting Eq. (18) into (17) and expanding recursively
gives
U = P−1
+P−1 RQ−1 R P−1
+ P−1 RQ−1 R P−1 RQ−1 R P−1
+ P−1 RQ−1 R P−1 RQ−1 R P−1 RQ−1 R P−1 + · · ·
≡ U(0) + U(1) + U(2) + U(3) + · · ·

(19)

Successive terms have a clear physical interpretation in terms
of the propagation of the observational errors alternately from
the sources to the attitude, and from the attitude to the sources.
For example, U(0) is the covariance of the source parameters due
to the observation noise but with perfect attitude; U(1) the additional uncertainty from the attitude errors due to the noisy observations but assuming true source parameters; U(2) the additional
uncertainty due to the source errors obtained with perfect attitude propagating through the attitude back to the sources; and so
on. A corresponding expansion can be made for the attitude:

whereupon the oﬀ-diagonal block is given by either of the
expressions in

V = Q−1
+ Q−1 R P−1 RQ−1
+ Q−1 R P−1 RQ−1 R P−1 RQ−1
+ Q−1 R P−1 RQ−1 R P−1 RQ−1 R P−1 RQ−1 + · · ·
≡ V (0) + V (1) + V (2) + V (3) + · · ·

W = −P−1 RV = −URQ−1 .

in which successive terms can be similarly interpreted.
The terms in Eqs. (19) and (20) follow the simple recursions3

U = P − RQ−1 R

−1

V = Q − R P−1 R

−1

,

(14)

,

(15)

(16)

But while it is practically feasible to invert P and Q thanks to
their simple block-diagonal and band-diagonal structures, this is
not the case for the matrices in the right-hand sides of Eqs. (14)
and (15). Indeed, Bombrun et al. (2010) considered in detail
these matrices (called R s and Ra in that paper), and concluded
that any direct solution method, such as Cholesky decomposition, is infeasible for the Gaia application with current computing resources. The reason is that the terms added to P and Q in
Eqs. (14), (15) cause significant fill-in which cannot be reduced
to any simple structure, e.g., by re-ordering of the parameters.
Equation (14) therefore does not solve our problem.
Using the Woodbury formula2 ( A − BD−1 C )−1 = A−1 +
−1
A B( D − C A−1 B)−1 C A−1 (e.g., Björck 1996), valid for arbitrary matrices A, B, C, D with non-singular A and D, it is
possible to re-write Eqs. (14), (15) as
U = P−1 + P−1 RV R P−1 ,

(17)

V = Q−1 + Q−1 R URQ−1 ,

(18)

which only require the inversion of P and Q. On the other
hand, these are now implicit relations since the expression
for U depends on V and vice versa.
Equations (17) and (18) have a very simple and clear interpretation. In Eq. (17) the first term P−1 is the covariance
of the source parameters in the absence of attitude errors (i.e.,
for V = 0). The second term is the contribution due to the uncertainty of the attitude (since in reality V > 0). Similarly, in
Eq. (18) the first term Q−1 is the covariance of the attitude errors
obtained by fitting the attitude model to the noisy observations,
using error-free source parameters (i.e., for U = 0). The second
2
This name is also given to other variants of the formula, especially
when D is the identity matrix (e.g., Stewart 1998; Press et al. 2007).
The form given here is also referred to as the binomial inverse theorem
(Wikipedia). For a historical review, see Henderson & Searle (1981).
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U(0) = P−1 ;
V

(0)

−1

=Q

;

(20)

U(α) = XU(α−1) ,

α = 1, 2, . . .

(21)

= YV

α = 1, 2, . . .

(22)

V

(α)

(α−1)

,

where
X = P−1 RQ−1 R ,
−1



(23)

−1

Y = Q R P R.

(24)

X is a matrix consisting of N × N blocks of size 5 × 5;
the (i, j)th block is

Rip (Q−1 ) pq (R jq ) .
(25)
X i j = P−1
i
p∈i q∈ j

The corresponding expression for the (scalar) elements of Y is


(Q−1 ) pr
(Rir ) P−1
(26)
Y pq =
i Riq .
i∈r∩q

r

Now consider the case that Q−1 is a full matrix (which would
happen, for example, if the attitude is modelled by a single
continuous spline over the whole mission). Then Xi j is clearly
non-zero for any combination of i and j. From Eq. (21) we have

(0)
U(α)
=
Xi j U(α−1)
⇒ U(1)
(27)
ik
jk
ik = X ik U kk ,
j

so that in this case already U(1) is a full matrix. Since X ik involves a large number of elements from Q−1 , it is clear that the
computation of a single block in U(1) is already a heavy task.
Considering the next term U(2) , we see from the left part of
Eq. (27) that the computation of the single block U(2)
ik requires
knowledge of U(1)
jk for every j, making it utterly impracticable.
Similar considerations apply to the recursion of the attitude covariance using Eq. (26). To proceed, we clearly need to introduce
some radical simplifications.
3

Alternatively, U(α) = U(α−1) X , etc.
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4. The kinematographic approximation
4.1. Assumptions

The attitude parameters define the spatial orientation of the instrument as a function of time. For Gaia the attitude will be
modelled by quaternions whose components are fitted by cubic
splines on a (more or less regular) knot sequence with knot separations of ∼5–30 s (Lindegren et al. 2012, Sect. 3.3). Instead
of the non-intuitive four-component quaternions we can think of
the attitude as being represented by three angles: one describing
the AL angle (i.e., the rotational phase around the spin axis), and
two describing the AC components of the attitude (i.e., the direction of the spin axis). To first order, however, is is only the errors
in the AL direction that matter (see Lindegren & Bastian 2011),
and as discussed in Sect. 2.1 we only consider the AL observations in our analytical model. The partial derivative of fl with
respect to the AL attitude is −1 for observations in both fields
of view. (The sign is negative because a larger AL attitude angle
would result in an earlier observation time.)
The use of cubic splines means that each observation depends on four spline coeﬃcients for each attitude component.
The structure of Q in Eq. (9) is therefore in general banddiagonal. The spline representation is “local” in the sense that
the fitted spline at point t is largely independent of data that are
more distant from t than a few times the knot separation Δt. To
first order, one can therefore approximate the attitude by means
of a sequence of independent satellite orientations at discrete
points in time, separated by the typical spline correlation time.
Formally, the time line is divided into a sequence of attitude
“bins” of length B  Δt, and the AL attitude error is treated
as constant in each bin.
Another way of looking at this is as follows. Suppose that
Gaia, instead of being continuously scanning, had been designed
to operate in the “step and stare” mode: successive exposures of
length B are taken, with an almost instantaneous re-orientation
of the satellite in the AL direction between exposures. In the
limit B → 0 we recover the continuous scanning, except that
the number of degrees of freedom for the attitude representation (one set of angles per time point) would go to infinity. For
the accuracy analysis, the correct number of degrees of freedom
can be preserved by choosing B equal to the knot separation of
the attitude spline. The circumstance that the transition from one
point to the next is continuous for Gaia but discrete in our model
is expected to have only a second-order eﬀect on the error characterization. Subsequently we will refer to the successive points
in time as “attitude points” (at the centre of the corresponding
bin) and indexed p = 1, 2, . . . , P.
This “kinematographic” approximation, adopted for our analytical model, greatly simplifies the representation of Q which
changes from band-diagonal to block-diagonal form. This is
significant because the inverse of a band-diagonal matrix is in
general full, while that of a block-diagonal matrix is another
block-diagonal matrix. Each block has the length of the number of attitude orientation components, but as we will from now
on only consider the AL attitude angle, both Q and its inverse
are diagonal matrices. Together with the very mild approximation that ∂ fl /∂aq  −1 for all AL observations we have simply
Q pq = δ pq



wl ≡ δ pq w p

or (Q−1 ) pq = δ pq w−1
p ,

(28)

l∈ p

using the Kronecker delta and introducing w p for the total weight
of the observations depending on a p . In the kinematographic

model l ∈ p stands for an observation in the attitude bin
associated with attitude point p.
The structure of R is also simplified: a particular element is
associated with exactly one source and one attitude point, and it
is non-zero only if that source was observed at that point in time.
From Eq. (12) we find
 ∂ fl
wl = −wip dip ,
(29)
Rip = −
∂si
l∈i∩ p
where
dip =

1  ∂ fl
wl
wip l ∈ i ∩ p ∂si

and wip =



wl

(30)

l∈i∩ p

are the mean derivative (a 5×1 vector) and total weight of the observations of source i at point p. Formally we may take wip = 0
(and dip undefined) if the source was not observed at this point.
A more detailed analysis of the kinematographic approximation (outlined in Appendix C) suggests that it can be improved
by using
(Q−1 ) pq = ωδ pq w−1
p ,

(31)

instead of the second part of Eq. (28), where ω is a “fudge factor” accounting for the non-zero correlation width of the cubic
attitude spline. We expect ω  1 if the ratio of the bin length
to the attitude spline knot interval is appropriately chosen. As
will be shown in Appendix C the situation is slightly more complex. Nevertheless, we already introduce ω in all subsequent expressions resulting from the series expansion of the covariance
matrix.
4.2. Recursion formulae

With the above assumptions Eqs. (25), (26) simplify to
 wip w jp
X i j = ωP−1
dip djp ,
i
wp
p∈i

(32)

Y pq = ω

(33)

and the recursions in Eqs. (21), (22) become:
  wip w jp
−1
U(α)
=
ωP
dip djp U(α−1)
,
i
ik
jk
w
p
p∈i j∈ p

(34)

 wip wiq
dip P−1
i diq ,
w
p
i∈ p∩q

(α)
V pr
=ω

  wip wiq
(α−1)
dip P−1
,
i diq Vqr
w
p
q i∈ p∩q

(35)

(0)
−1
−1
starting from U(0)
ik = δik Pi and V pr = ωδ pr w p . Note that the
last factors appearing in the recursion formulae may be zero for
some combinations of indices jk or qr.

4.3. The first-order terms

The double sums in Eqs. (34), (35) in general involve a large, but
not huge number of terms. However, for α = 1 the last factors
vanish except when j = k and q = r, respectively. The first-order
terms are therefore quite simple:
 wip wkp
−1
U(1)
dip dkp P−1
(36)
k ,
ik = ωPi
w
p
p∈i∩k
 wip wir
dip P−1
i dir .
w
w
p
r
i∈ p∩r

(1)
=ω
V pr

(37)
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In particular, the diagonal blocks/elements are:
U(1)
ii

=

ωP−1
i

(1)
V pp
=ω

 w2ip
p∈i

 w2ip
i∈ p

w2p

wp

dip dip P−1
i ,

dip P−1
i dip .

(38)

(39)

From Eq. (36) is clear that U(1)
ik  0 only if the two sources i and k
are observed simultaneously at some attitude point (including
the trivial case i = k). This is usually the case if the two sources
are close together on the sky (typically within about 0.7◦, corresponding to the size of the field of view), but sometimes also for
sources separated by an angle close to the basic angle (106.5◦),
thanks to the optical superposition of the two fields of view.
Thus, i must be linked to some p, which in turn must be linked
to k.
Indeed, the structure of both this term and of all subsequent
terms in the expansion is entirely determined by the multitude
of links established by the observations between the diﬀerent
sources and the attitude points. Such relationships may be described by means of concepts in graph theory (see Appendix B),
and we will adopt some of the terminology here. Thus, any
source or attitude point is called a vertex (of the graph describing the structure of the observations), and i and p are adjacent
vertices if source i was observed at point p, i.e., if wip > 0. If, in
addition, k is adjacent to p, then there exists a walk from i to k
(via p), which has a length of 2 steps if i  k, or 0 if i = k. There
may of course be even longer walks from i to k via other sources
and attitude points. The length of the shortest walk between any
two vertices is called the distance4 and denoted d. The condition
for non-zero U(1)
ik can now be concisely written as d(i, k) ≤ 2.
4.4. Second and higher order terms

Considering now the second-order term U(2)
ik in Eq. (34), i.e.,
for α = 2, we know from the previous section that the last factor
is non-zero only if d( j, k) ≤ 2, while the double sum requires that
d(i, j) ≤ 2. Together, these conditions imply (using the triangle
inequality, Eq. (B.1)) that d(i, k) ≤ 4 is required for the secondorder term to be non-zero. A similar consideration applied to
Eq. (35) shows that V (2)
pr  0 only if d(p, r) ≤ 4. Generalizing, it
can be shown (cf. Appendix B) that, for arbitrary α ≥ 0,
U(α)
ik  0 only if

d(i, k) ≤ 2α,

(40)

(α)
V pr
 0 only if

d(p, r) ≤ 2α.

(41)

In order to compute U(α)
ik for arbitrary order α, it is necessary
to consider the sources and attitude points on all possible walks
from i to k of length ≤2α.
As every source is connected to several hundred attitude
points, and several thousand stars are typically observed at every
attitude point, it is clear that the recursions in Eqs. (34), (35)
involve a rapidly increasing number of sources and attitude
points for higher α. Indeed, numerical experiments by Holl et al.
(2012a) suggest that d(i, k) ≤ 6 for any pair (i, k). This implies
4

The distance between two sources must be an even number, and the
same holds for the distance between two attitude points. On the other
hand, the distance between a source and an attitude point is an odd
number. If no walk exists between two vertices, we take the distance to
be infinite. This should not happen in the graphs considered here.
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that, for α ≥ 6, the calculation of U(α)
jk even for a single pair
(i, k) would involve all the (primary) sources. Thus, it is in practice necessary to truncate the series expansion after only a few
terms. This raises a number of interesting questions, e.g.: what
is the accuracy of the expansion when including only terms up
to a certain order α? Which data are needed to compute successive terms? How does the complexity of the calculations grow
with α? How should the calculations be organised to minimise
the number of floating-point operations and/or memory usage?
A further issue is the accuracy of the kinematographic approximation itself and the relevance of the fudge factor ω: because
of the errors involved in this approximation, it may not be
meaningful to include expansion terms above a certain order.
We intend to give a partial answer to these questions in the
remainder of this paper and in Paper II, where the series expansion is numerically compared with the results of simulated
astrometric solutions.
4.5. Interpretation and convergence

By means of a few further approximations it is possible to interpret the first-order term in Eq. (36) in a way that sheds some light
on its expected magnitude and the rate of convergence of the series expansion. It should be noted that the approximations introduced in this section are not needed for the practical computation
of the terms; they are only meant to provide order-of-magnitude
estimates. We note that Eq. (10) can be written
Pi =

  ∂ fl ∂ fl
wl .
∂si ∂si
p∈i l∈i∩ p

(42)

During the short time interval represented by the attitude point p,
the position angle of the AL direction across the source is practically constant. The same is true for the celestial direction to
the source itself. As a consequence, the partial derivatives in
Eq. (42) can be regarded as constant for l ∈ i ∩ p and equal
to the weighted average dip defined in Eq. (30). Thus, to a good
approximation we have

Pi 
wip dip dip ,
(43)
p∈i

and therefore
⎞−1 ⎛
⎞
⎛
⎟⎟⎟ ⎜⎜⎜ wip
⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜
(1)
wip dip dip ⎟⎟⎟⎠ P−1
Uii  ω ⎜⎜⎜⎝ wip dip dip ⎟⎟⎟⎠ ⎜⎜⎜⎝
i .
wp
p∈i

(44)

p∈i

If ηi = wip /w p is the same for all p ∈ i, then η can be taken out
of the sum and we find
(0)
U(1)
ii  ωηi U ii .

(45)

Thus, the first order term is smaller than the zero-order by a factor equal to the weight ratio of source i to all the sources observed at the same time. In reality this weight ratio may vary
quite a lot between diﬀerent attitude points, but the above relation may still give a correct order-of-magnitude estimate if ηi is
taken to be the mean value of wip /w p for p ∈ i. Since typically
thousands of primary stars are observed together at any attitude
point, the relative weight of any single sources is usually quite
small, so that ηi  1, in which case the first-order term is just a
small correction to the previous term.
Considering now the cross-term U(1)
ik for i  k, its size
should be compared with the corresponding diagonal blocks Uii
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and Ukk , for which we may for the present purpose use the zeroorder approximations P−1
and P−1
i
k . Defining a dimensionless
“block correlation coeﬃcient”
ρik = U−1/2
Uik U−1/2
ii
kk

(46)

in analogy with the usual (scalar) correlation coeﬃcient, we have
−1/2 (1) −1/2
ρ(1)
Uik Ukk
ik ≡ U ii
(1) 1/2
 P1/2
i U ik Pk
 wip wkp
= ωP−1/2
dip dkp P−1/2
i
k
w
p
p∈i∩k
⎛
⎞−1/2 ⎛
⎞
⎜⎜⎜
⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜ 
⎟⎟
√
 ⎟
⎜⎜⎜
⎟⎟⎟
 ω ηi ηk ⎜⎜⎜⎝ dip dip ⎟⎟⎟⎠
d
d
ip
kp
⎝
⎠
p∈i

p∈i∩k

⎞−1/2
⎛
⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜⎝ dkp dkp ⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
p∈k

(47)
where, in the last approximation, we introduced wip  ηi w p
and wkp  ηk w p similarly to what was done for Eq. (45), and
assumed w p to be roughly constant for all p.
In order to proceed further and obtain a rough estimate of
the size of the (block) correlation, we need to rely on statistical arguments. We note that the vectors dip contain the partial
derivatives of the AL coordinate with respect to the five astrometric parameters and thus depend only on the time and geometry of the observations (for example, it is nearly the same for
all sources observed in the same field of view at a given time).
The most important cases of non-zero ρ(1)
ik will occur when the
two sources i and k are fairly close to one another on the sky,
so that they are frequently observed together (with the same p).
In such cases we have dip  dkp and the three sums in Eq. (47)
mainly diﬀer in the number of terms that they contain. If κ(i, k)
denotes the number of attitude points that the two sources have
in common, so that κ(i, i), κ(i, k), and κ(k, k) are the number of
terms in the three sums, we have very approximately
κ(i, k)
√
ρ(1)
,
ik ∼ I × ω ηi ηk × √
κ(i, i)κ(k, k)

(48)

where I is the 5 × 5 identity matrix. The second factor is the
fudge factor (of order unity) times the geometric mean of the
two weight ratios, which is typically small as discussed above.
The last factor measures the degree of overlap between the two
sources and is always in the range from 0 to 1. Thus we conclude
that the first-order block correlation between any two sources is
typically 1. Similar arguments can be advanced for the firstorder term of V and for the higher-order terms of both U and V,
making it plausible that the series expansions converge rather
rapidly.
Equation (48) predicts that the statistical correlation between
two neighbouring sources, for any of the astrometric parameters, will decrease with their angular separation in proportion
to the degree of overlap of their observations. This result, derived under more restrictive assumptions in Holl et al. (2011),
qualitatively explains the spatial correlation curves obtained in
small-scale simulations (Holl et al. 2010)5.
In Sect. 3.3 we noted that the successive terms in Eq. (19) can
be interpreted as the propagation of the observational errors back
5

In a study of spatial correlations in the Hipparcos parallaxes,
van Leeuwen (1999, 2007) similarly related the drop-oﬀ of spatial correlations with angular separation to the diminishing degree of coincidence of the reference great circles (scans) in which the stars were
observed.

and forth between the source parameters and the attitude parameters. This resembles the so-called “simple iteration” scheme
originally devised for the astrometric global iterative solution
(Sect. 4.5 in Lindegren et al. 2012), in which the source and
attitude parameters are alternately updated. Although the simple
iteration converges to a valid solution, it is slow when applied to
the astrometric problem: hundreds of iterations are required for
full numerical convergence (Bombrun et al. 2012). One might
conclude that the covariance series expansion requires a similar, prohibitively large number of terms for a useful accuracy.
This is not the case, however, for the following reasons. First,
the relevant quantities to compare are the RMS astrometric errors, which reach a stable level in the iterative solution in much
fewer iterations than required for the parameters to obtain their
final values: compare for example the two left panels in Fig. 3
of Bombrun et al. (2012). Secondly, while the astrometric solution typically starts from initial parameter values that are quite
far from the final (converged) values, the appropriate analogy for
the covariance expansion is to start the iterations from the true
parameter values: U(0) is the source covariance due to the observation noise, assuming the true attitude parameters; propagating
this uncertainty to the attitude parameters and then back to the
source parameters gives the next term U(1) ; and so on. If the simple iterations are started from the true parameter values they will
surely come very close to the final astrometric solution in just
a few iterations. Although these arguments are qualitative and
not very precise, they support the previous conclusion that the
covariance expansion may only need a small number of terms.

5. Practical computation of covariances
5.1. A more convenient recursion

Although arbitrary elements of U can be computed, in principle to arbitrary order, using the recursion relations derived in
Sect. 4, a more eﬃcient approach will be described here which
directly focuses on the computation of the covariance matrix F
in Eq. (1) for a given Jacobian J. Note that the covariance matrix of the five astrometric parameters of a single source, or the
joint covariances of the parameters of selected sources, can be
obtained by specifying a trivial Jacobian filled with 0’s and 1’s
in the appropriate places. It is assumed that we are only interested in data for a moderate number (s) of sources, so that F is
of manageable size.
From Eqs. (19) and (1) we have
F = F(0) + F(1) + F(2) + · · · ,
where F

(α)

= JU

(α)

(49)



J . Introducing



G(0) = J P−1/2 ,

(50)

where P−1/2 is any square root of P−1 (such that (P−1/2 ) P−1/2 =
P−1 , for example the inverse of the upper-triangular Cholesky
factor of P), we may write successive terms as


F(α) = G(α) G(α) ,

(51)

with the recursion
⎧ (α−1)
⎪
H
⎪
⎨G
(α)
G =⎪
⎪
⎩ G(α−1) H

if α is odd,
if α is even,

(52)

where


H = P−1/2 R Q−1/2 .

(53)
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Thanks to the kinematographic approximation, the expression
for H becomes extremely simple – it has the same structure as R,
with a non-zero element of size 5 × 1 at position (i, p) only if
source i was observed at attitude point p:
wip
hip = −ω √ P−1/2
dip .
(54)
wp i
With N primary sources (5N astrometric parameters), P attitude points, and considering the joint covariance of s sources
(where s  N), the full size of J is 5s × 5N and G(α) has the
same size when α is even. However, because H is 5N × P, we
see that the full size of G(α) is 5s × P when α is odd. Therefore,
the recursions in Eq. (52) alternate between matrices of two different sizes, and the new version (of order α) may overwrite the
previous version (of order α − 2) in memory. Naturally, since
both forms of G(α) are very sparse, at least for small α, sparse
matrix methods should be used for their storage and manipulation. The squaring of the terms in Eq. (51) and the accumulation
of F in Eq. (49) only need a few small matrices of size 5s × 5s.
The recursions successively fill in more and more columns
in G(α) . For any α, the non-zero columns in G(α) correspond to
the sources (even α) or attitude points (odd α) that have been
involved so far. Applying Eq. (52) fills in the attitude points or
sources that are connected to any of the previous set.
5.2. Computation of attitude covariance

6. Discussion and conclusions

Successive terms of the series expansion of the attitude
covariance V are computed by an almost identical algorithm.
With
V (α) = Z (α) (Z (α) ) ,

(55)

and starting from
Z (0) = (Q−1/2 ) ,
we obtain the recursion
⎧ (α−1) 
⎪
H
if α is odd,
⎪
⎨Z
Z (α) = ⎪
⎪
⎩ Z (α−1) H
if α is even,

(56)

(57)

where H has the same meaning as before.
5.3. Data needed for the recursion

Equations (52) and (54) show that all terms of the series expansion for F (and indeed for V as well) can be calculated from a
limited set of pre-computed data, essentially comprising:
– for every source i the inverse Cholesky factor P−1/2
i
(15 reals);
– for every source–attitude point combination ip with at least
one observation, the 5 × 1 array hip according to Eq. (54)
(5 reals);
– for every attitude point p, the inverse square root of the
weight w−1/2
(1 real);
p
– information defining the structure of the connections, e.g.,
for every source a list of the attitude points at which it was
observed, and for every attitude point a list of the sources
observed at that point.
In order to estimate the total size of the required data, let us
pessimistically assume N = 109 sources (i.e., including secondary sources) and P = 3 × 107 attitude points (a 5 yr mission with 15% dead time and a knot separation equal to the
A14, page 10 of 14

integration time per CCD, or  4.5 s). Because there are on
average 72 field-of-view transits per source (Sect. 2.1) and every field-of-view transit generates 10 AL observations (1 SM
and 9 AF), this results in 15 + 5 × 72 × 10 = 3615 reals per
source for the first two items; a negligible amount for the third
item; and some 72 × 10 = 720 integers per source for the last
item. Uncompressed, and assuming 4 bytes per real or integer,
the total size is of the order of 20 TeraByte (TB). (For comparison, storing the full source covariance matrix U would require
2 million TB, and the full attitude covariance matrix V about
2000 TB.) Significant savings may be possible by utilizing the
large overlap in sources observed on sequential attitude points,
and the fact that dip is virtually the same for the 10 CCD crossings of a given source in a field-of-view transit. However, we
conclude that the storage and pre-computation of all the data
needed to compute arbitrary terms in the covariance expansion
is entirely feasible even without these potential savings.
These estimates are based on the kinematographic approximation, the validity of which has not been established at this
point. However, in Paper II we show that the present model, using a third-order expansion (α = 3), is accurate enough to predict
variances to better than 1% and correlations within the statistical
uncertainty of the numerical experiments. It is therefore a valid
basis for calculating the required data volumes.

Based on a series expansion of the inverse of the normal equations matrix for the source and attitude parameters, we have presented a method to estimate the covariances of arbitrary parameters in Gaia’s astrometric core solution. To obtain a practically
feasible algorithm it has been necessary to introduce a number of
simplifications and assumptions, and even so it is only possible
to compute the first few terms of the expansion. In the subsequent Paper II (Holl et al. 2012b) we use numerical simulations
of the astrometric core solution to test and validate some of these
assumptions.
Exactly as in any least-squares estimation, the covariances
derived from the inverse normal equations matrix are formal in
the sense that they merely describe how the initially assigned
observational uncertainties are propagated to the estimated parameters. The resulting covariances are correct to the extent that
the assumptions in Sect. 2.2 hold for the real data. Fortunately,
at least some of the assumptions can be tested once the real data
become available: for example, the assumed observational uncertainties can be checked by inspecting the residuals of the
least-squares fit, and modelling errors can be revealed by the
presence of certain patterns in the residuals. For a fully realistic error characterization it is necessary to feed this information back into the covariance model. The mechanism for this is
not discussed here and should be the subject of further studies.
−1
Conceivably it could involve a modification of P−1
usi and Q
ing the “excess source noise” and “excess attitude noise” derived in the astrometric core solution (Sect. 3.6 in Lindegren
et al. 2012). In any case the adopted mechanism needs to be
validated against large-scale simulations of the Gaia data and
the subsequent data processing, based on more detailed models
of expected perturbations (cf. Appendix D in Lindegren et al.
2012). Of particular concern are residual CTI eﬀects (Holl et al.
2012c) and attitude modelling errors, which are not independent
from one observation to the next and therefore cannot be modelled in the same way as the (uncorrelated) observation noise
considered in this paper.
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definitions above (e.g., the set in Eq. (A.4) is empty if p  q),
but we retain the more general formulation for future reference.

Table A.1. List of variables.
Var.
a
B
C
fl
i, j, k
L
l, m
M
N
N
n
P
p, q, r
si
T
tl
u, v
U
V
wl
α
Δt
κ(i, k)
σl
ω

Description
column vector of the P attitude parameters
width of the attitude bin
covariance matrix of all parameters, size (5N + P)2
calculated CCD transit time in observation l
indices used only for sources (=1 . . . N)
correlation length of the cubic attitude spline
indices used for observations
spline order (degree M − 1)
total number of (primary) sources
normal matrix, size (5N + P)2
(=9) No. of astrometric CCDs in the along-scan direction
number of attitude parameters
indices used only for attitude points (=1 . . . P)
column vector of 5 astrometric parameters for source i
(=4.85 s) temporal spacing of CCD observations
observed CCD transit time in observation l
indices used for both source and attitude parameters
covariance matrix of source parameters, size (5N)2
covariance matrix of attitude parameters, size P2
(=σ−2
l ) the weight of observation l
order of expansion term (=0, 1, . . . )
knot interval of the attitude spline
number of attitude points common to sources i and k
uncertainty (standard deviation) of tl
fudge factor for the attitude variance

Notwithstanding these shortcomings, we believe that the
present covariance model provides a sound mathematical basis
for a more complete characterization of the astrometric errors
in the Gaia Catalogue. An implementation of the corresponding
algorithms outlined in Sect. 5 should be part of the future user
interface to the Gaia Catalogue.
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Appendix A: Notations
Table A.1 lists some important variables in the paper. Italics
are used for scalar quantities, lower-case boldface for vectors
(column matrices), upper-case boldface for (two-dimensional)
matrices, and calligraphic style for sets. A is the transpose of A.
In Sect. 3.1 we introduced short-hand notations such as l ∈ i
for the observations (having index l) of source i; a more precise
definition is as follows. Each observation l is associated with a
certain set of sources, designated Sl , and with a certain set of
attitude points, designated Al . Then:
l∈i
l∈p
l∈ i∩ p
l∈ p∩q
p∈i

⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔

l ∈ { m : i ∈ Sm }
l ∈ { m : p ∈ Am }
l ∈ { m : i ∈ Sm ∧ p ∈ Am }
l ∈ { m : p ∈ Am ∧ q ∈ Am }
p ∈ { q : ∃ m : i ∈ Sm ∧ q ∈ Am }.

(A.1)
(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.5)

Normally (and certainly in this paper) there is exactly one source
for each observation, so | Sl | = 1 for every l (where | | indicates
the size of the set). Moreover, in the kinematographic approximation we have | Al | = 1 for every l. In this approximation every
observation l is therefore uniquely associated with one source
and one attitude point. This allows some simplification of the

Appendix B: The structure of the normal equations
as a graph
In Sect. 4.3 some relationships relevant for computing the covariance expansion were described in terms borrowed from
graph theory. Here we provide some elementary definitions and
further illustrations of the concepts, adapted to the present problem. For a general introduction to graph theory the reader is
referred to standard textbooks such as Chartrand & Lesniak
(2005).
A graph consists of a set of vertices and a set of edges that
connect pairs of distinct vertices. Two vertices are adjacent if
there is an edge in the graph joining them. A walk is a sequence
of edges connecting one vertex to another. Two vertices are disconnected if there exists no walk between them. The length of
the walk is the number of edges. The length of the shortest walk
between two vertices is the distance between them. If the two
vertices are disconnected, we may take the distance to be infinite. Let n be the order of the graph, i.e., the size of the vertex
set. The adjacency matrix of the graph is a symmetric n × n matrix K = [Kuv ] such that Kuv = 1 if the uth and vth vertices are
adjacent, and Kuv = 0 otherwise. We have the following useful
theorem (see, e.g., Chartrand & Lesniak 2005, Theorem 1.7):
For a graph with adjacency matrix K, the (u, v)th element
of K α , α ≥ 1, is the number of diﬀerent walks of length α from
vertex6 u to vertex v.
It follows that the distance d(u, v) between vertices u and v
is the smallest power α for which [K α ]uv > 0. We have d(u, v) =
d(v, u) ≥ 0 for all pairs u, v, with d(u, v) = 0 if and only if u = v.
We also have the triangle inequality
d(u, v) + d(v, w) ≥ d(u, w)

(B.1)

for all triples u, v, w of vertices.
In a bipartite graph the vertex set can be divided into two
disjoint sets S and A, such that every edge connects one element in S to one element in A. It is clear that the structure of
the observations in the kinematographic approximation can be
described by means of a bipartite graph: the sets S and A correspond to the (primary) sources and attitude points, respectively,
and there is an edge connecting i ∈ S and p ∈ A if and only
if wip > 0. Using the same matrix partitioning as in Eq. (9), the
adjacency matrix can be written


0 E
,
(B.2)
K=
E 0
where the elements of the non-trivial part of the adjacency matrix, E, are Eip = 1 if wip > 0 and Eip = 0 otherwise. The even
powers of K are:


(EE )α
0
,
(B.3)
K 2α =
0
(E E)α
and the odd powers:


0
(EE )α E
2α+1
.
=
K
0
(E E)α E

(B.4)

6
From here on, u and v denote either the vertices themselves or their
indices in the numbering sequence used in the adjacency matrix.
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P R
=
R Q

E=

Fig. B.1. Left: schematic representation of the structure of the normal matrix in Eq. (9), with non-zero elements marked in grey. In this example
the number of sources is N = 20, and the number of attitude points P = 15. There are five parameters per source; hence the 5 × 5 block structure
in the upper-left part. The first source was observed at attitude points 1 and 7 the second source at 7 and 12, etc. Centre: the matrix obtained by
collapsing the blocks in the normal matrix to single elements (actually I + K, where K is the adjacency matrix). Right: the non-trivial part E of the
adjacency matrix.

(EE )0 =

(EE )1 =

(EE )2 =

(EE )3 =

(EE )4 =

Fig. B.2. Structure of successive powers of the matrix EE , where E is as shown in Fig. B.1. Non-zero elements are marked in grey. (EE )α is
an N × N matrix (where N is the number of sources) with the same fill structure as U(α) , except that in the latter each non-zero element is a non-zero
sub-matrix of size 5 × 5.

(E E)0 =

(E E)1 =

(E E)2 =

(E E)3 =

(E E)4 =

(E E)5 =

Fig. B.3. Structure of successive powers of the matrix E E, where E is as shown in Fig. B.1. Non-zero elements are marked in grey. (E E)α is
a P × P matrix (where P is the number of attitude points) with the same fill structure as V (α) .

The structure of E is similar to that of R in Eq. (9), in the
sense that each non-zero element in E corresponds to a nonzero 5 × 1 submatrix in R, and similarly for the zero elements. Since P−1 and Q−1 are (block) diagonal matrices in the
kinematographic approximation, it can be seen from Eqs. (19)
and (20) that U(α) has the same structure as (EE )α , while V (α)
has the same structure as (E E)α . The conditions for nonzero blocks or elements in the series expansions of U and V,
Eqs. (40), (41), then follow from the theorem above.
Figures B.1–B.3 illustrate the structures of the normal matrix, the corresponding adjacency matrix, and the successive
powers of EE and E E for an extremely simple (and of course
totally unrealistic) example with 20 sources and 15 attitude
points. In this example (EE )α is completely filled for α ≥ 4,
which means that the largest distance between any two sources
is 8; while (E E)α is filled for α ≥ 5, which means that the
largest distance between any two attitude points is 10.

Appendix C: Estimating the “fudge factor” ω
The fudge factor ω was introduced in Eq. (31) to account for a
possible underestimation of the along-scan (AL) attitude error
variance in the kinematographic approximation. With a view to
A14, page 12 of 14

obtain an a priori estimate of ω, we now take a closer look at the
expected statistical properties of the attitude errors.
In the kinematographic approximation the AL attitude error
is assumed to be constant within the attitude bin around each attitude point p. Mathematically, it can therefore be described as
a spline of order M = 1, for which the knots coincide with the
boundaries of the attitude bins7 . On the other hand, cubic splines
(of order M = 4) are used to model the attitude in the astrometric solution. It is therefore relevant to compare the statistical
properties of splines of diﬀerent orders, in particular first-order
versus fourth-order splines. For simplicity we assume that the
splines are uniform, i.e., defined on knot sequences with a constant knot interval Δt. Figure C.1 (top) illustrates the modelling
of the AL attitude measurement errors (represented by the dots)
by means of a cubic spline (solid curve, representing the attitude errors in the astrometric solution), and a first-order spline
(dashed line, representing the kinematographic approximation).
In this diagram we have assumed that Δt is the same for the two
splines; in general they could however be diﬀerent.
Let e M (t) be a spline of order M representing the AL attitude errors on a uniform knot sequence with knot interval Δt M .
7

A (maximally smooth) spline of order M consists of pieces of polynomials of degree M −1, joined at the knots in such a way that the spline
and its first M − 2 derivatives are continuous.
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3
M=1
M=4
2

AL attitude error

1

0

−1

−2

−3

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.2

Normalised autocovariance function SM(x)

M=1
M=4
1

variance and correlation length8 , provided that Δt M is the same.
Choosing the attitude bin width B equal to the knot interval of
the cubic spline, and ω = 1, therefore gives an autocovariance
function in the kinematographic approximation that in a certain sense optimally matches the true autocovariance. We might
naively think that this also gives the best estimate of the attitude
covariance matrix.
However, the diﬀerences between S 1 and S 4 become significant when combining the observations from diﬀerent CCDs in
the astrometric field (AF). As described in Sect. 2.1, a source is
normally observed on n = 9 successive CCDs in the AF, with
a temporal spacing of T = 4.85 s as set by the angular separation of the CCDs in the focal plane and the satellite spin rate.
During such a field-of-view passage the observation geometry
(i.e., ∂ fl /∂si ) as well as the weights wl remain nearly constant
for a given source. The relevant AL attitude error for the determination of si is therefore not e M (t) but the mean value of
the n equidistant points sampled by the CCDs9 , or
1
e M (t + mT ),
n m=0
n−1

0.8

a M (t) =
0.6

(C.3)

where the time argument of a M arbitrarily refers to the first
CCD observation. The corresponding autocovariance function is

0.4

0.2


n−1 
|m|
1 
Et [a M (t)a M (t + τ)] =
C M (mT + τ).
1−
n m=−n+1
n

0

−0.2

0

1

2

3
4
Normalised delay x

5

6

7

Fig. C.1. Top: the along-scan attitude measurements (symbolised by the
dots) schematically fitted by a first-order spline (dashed line) and a cubic spline (solid curve), using the same uniform knot sequence with
knot interval Δt. Bottom: the theoretical autocovariance functions of the
two splines, normalised as described in the text. In both diagrams the
timescale is shown in units of Δt.

We assume that the errors are unbiased, E[e M (t)] = 0, and describe the second-order statistics by means of the autocovariance
function
C M (τ | Δt M ) = Et [e M (t)e M (t + τ)] ,

(C.1)

where the dependence on Δt M is made explicit by the second argument of the autocovariance function. Et signifies an average
over t as well as the ensemble average over diﬀerent random realisations of the measurement noise. In particular, C M (0 | Δt M )
is the time-averaged AL attitude variance. The autocovariance
function can be theoretically calculated for an infinite, uniform
knot sequence under the assumption that the measurements are
suﬃciently densely and uniformly distributed in time that one
can ignore the statistical variation of astrometric weight between
knot intervals and within each knot interval. Let ẇ = dw/dt
be the rate at which the astrometric weight of the AL attitude measurements is accumulated. The weight per knot interval is then w M = ẇΔt M . It turns out that this theoretical
C M (τ | Δt M ) is a spline of order 2M such that C M (0 | Δt M ) = w−1
M
and C M (mΔt M | Δt M ) = 0 for integer m  0. The details of
this calculation are not given here, but the results for M = 1
and 4 are shown in the bottom part of Fig. C.1 in the form of the
normalized autocovariance functions
S M (x) = ẇΔt M C M (xΔt M | Δt M ),

(C.2)

which only depend on M. The autocovariance functions for different orders are similar in the sense that they have the same

(C.4)

In particular, the variance of the averaged attitude error is found
to be

n−1 

1
|m|
(C.5)
Var[a M ] =
1−
S M (mT/Δt M ),
nẇΔt M m=−n+1
n
which in general is not the same for diﬀerent M, even if Δt M is
kept constant. For example, Var[a4 ] > Var[a1 ] means that the
astrometric eﬀects of the attitude errors are larger than predicted
in the kinematographic approximation (with ω = 1). Our conjecture is that this can be corrected by applying a fudge factor
equal to the variance ratio, or
ω=

Var[a4 ] (T/L)
=
Var[a1 ] (T/B)

n−1
m=−n+1

1−

n−1
m=−n+1

1−

|m|
n
|m|
n

S 4 (mT/L)
S 1 (mT/B)

,

(C.6)

where we have put Δt1 = B (the attitude bin width in the kinematographic approximation) and Δt4 = L (the correlation length
of the cubic attitude spline)10 . Table C.1 gives ω computed according to Eq. (C.6) for several diﬀerent combinations of the
dimensionless numbers L/T and B/T , i.e., the correlation length
and attitude bin width expressed in units of the temporal separation of the CCD observations (T = 4.85 s for Gaia). We note
8
Correlation length L is here (arbitrarily) defined as the location of the
first zero of the autocovariance function, C M (L | ΔtM ) = 0.
9
We ignore here the SM observation, which has a much lower weight
than the subsequent AF observations of the same source, and a diﬀerent
separation in time from the first AF observation.
10
As shown in Fig. C.1 (bottom), the correlation length equals the knot
interval for the theoretical covariance functions considered here. This is
generally true for a uniform, one-dimensional spline. However, as will
be shown in Paper II, when the cubic spline represents the components
of the attitude quaternion, we have in general L < Δt4 , and it is therefore
necessary to distinguish between the two quantities.
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Table C.1. Theoretical values of the fudge factor ω for diﬀerent combinations of the dimensionless numbers L/T and B/T .

L/T
1
2
3
4
6
9
12

1
1.000
0.963
0.936
0.910
0.887
0.771
0.644

2
1.059
1.019
0.991
0.963
0.939
0.816
0.682

3
1.110
1.068
1.039
1.010
0.984
0.855
0.715

B/T =
4
1.161
1.118
1.087
1.056
1.030
0.895
0.748

6
1.276
1.228
1.194
1.161
1.131
0.983
0.822

9
1.491
1.435
1.396
1.356
1.322
1.149
0.961

12
1.770
1.705
1.658
1.611
1.570
1.365
1.141

that for any L/T it is possible to choose B/T such that ω = 1.
However, since the choice of B/T also aﬀects the correlation
length of a1 (t), a better matching of the attitude covariance functions in Eq. (C.4) should be possible by using both B/T and ω as
free parameters in the kinematographic model. In Paper II these
theoretical results are compared with empirical determinations
from numerical simulations.
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